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MRFF VICTORY!

VA FINALLY SURRENDERS
TO MRFF's DEMAND,

SWASTIKA HEADSTONES
WILL BE REMOVED!

Today 6/1/20, at 1:54PM EDT, MRFF was informed by an
ABC News executive producer in Wash D.C.

that the Veterans Administration
has confirmed they plan to remove the swastika headstones.

Lest we forget,
MRFF was first to demand, in a 5/12/20 letter to

VA Sec. Robert Wilkie, that the swastika headstones be removed.
MRFF was also first to expose the issue

in major media internationally.

ABC7 WJLA TV NEWS - Washington D.C. ABC Affiliate
Covers MRFF's Victory

Click Image to Watch (1:29)

MRFF Founder and President
Mikey Weinstein's Statement:

VA Finally Surrenders to MRFF's Demand
to Remove Repulsive Swastika Headstones

The Military Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF)
welcomes the positive news from disgraced Nazi apologist
and Confederate fetishist VA Secretary Robert Wilkie today
that the VA will be removing the disgusting Nazi swastika-
adorned headstones of the three deceased German POWs,
which has been all over the worldwide media recently.
These grave headstones, actually located in VA National

cemeteries paid for and maintained by American tax dollars, shockingly
include horrific German language homages to Adolf Hitler, the Third Reich,
and the German people who supported both.

Let us remember that Wilkie (and his suddenly fabricated “zeal” to dispose
of these Nazi headstones) has only made this capitulating decision while
under intense media and Congressional pressure since MRFF made the news
story of this shameful matter go viral multiple times.

MRFF has been fighting and advocating since May 12, 2020, around-the-
clock, for this removal order from VA Secretary Wilkie on behalf of its
retired Jewish-American military officer (full Colonel) and military academy
graduate client whose grandfather fought in World War I and is buried in the
Fort Sam Houston VA National Cemetery in San Antonio, Texas.

MRFF has been arduously preparing to sue Secretary Wilkie and the VA if
these Nazi headstones were not expeditiously removed.

MRFF moved swiftly to hammer together, encourage, influence, and spear-
head a terrific coalition of fellow civil rights organizations and individuals to
join this just cause and to buttress its drive to get these Nazi and Adolf
Hitler-promoting headstones removed, to include the Southern Poverty Law
Center, Americans United for Separation of Church and State, Faithful
America, Vote Vets, B’nai B’rith International, Columbus Jewish Foundation,
the American Jewish Committee, Veterans Service Organizations of the
Commander’s Task Force, Department of Veterans Affairs, State of
Minnesota, and the Jewish War Veterans of the United States of America.

MRFF now repeats its demand to VA Secretary Wilkie that, besides quickly
removing these repulsive Nazi headstones, which initially he so badly wanted
to keep right in place, he must sincerely apologize in good faith to all United
States veterans and their families.

MRFF advocates moving these Nazi headstones to the United States
Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C., where an appropriate educational
display can be erected explaining the salient particulars as to how and why
those Nazi headstones are on display there.

Michael L. “Mikey” Weinstein, Esq.
Founder and President
Military Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF)
505-250-7727

MAJOR MILITARY PUBLICATIONS
COVER MRFF's VICTORY

Military Times, Air Force Times, Army Times,
Navy Times, Marine Corps Times

Nazi headstones will be removed from
U.S. veterans cemeteries, VA leaders say

By: Leo Shane III

Monday, June 1, 2020

(Excerpts from Military Times/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Veterans Affairs officials announced Monday they will remove a series of
grave markers bearing Nazi swastikas and tributes to Adolf Hitler from
department cemeteries after lawmakers and veterans advocates complained
the markers were offensive and disrespectful.

The move represents a turnaround from last week, when VA Secretary Robert
Wilkie said he was looking for ways to put the problematic grave markers “in
historical context” rather than remove them from the cemeteries.

[...]

Earlier this month, following complaints from local veterans about the
offensive messages, leaders from the Military Religious Freedom
Foundation demanded VA remove the grave markers , saying their
presence alongside American veterans was unforgivable.

[...]

Click to Read Article

JEWISH TELEGRAPHIC AGENCY (JTA)
COVER MRFF's VICTORY

Veterans Affairs department to reverse course and
replace tombstones that have swastikas

By: Ben Harris

Monday, June 1, 2020

(Excerpts from Jewish Telegraphic Agency/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

The Department of Veterans Affairs announced that it will begin the process
of replacing three gravestones bearing swastikas in cemeteries in Texas and
Utah, less than a month after saying they would be  preserved as “historic
resources.”

The VA  told the Jewish Telegraphic Agency  last month that it would
preserve the gravestones, which mark the burial sites of three German
prisoners of war. That comment came in response to a call by a group
called the Military Religious Freedom Foundation to have them
replaced.

[...]

Click to Read Article

SAN ANTONIO NEWS EXPRESS
COVER MRFF's VICTORY

Veterans Affairs department to reverse course and
replace tombstones that have swastikas

By: Sig Christenson

Monday, June 1, 2020

(Excerpts from San Antonio News Express/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Veterans Affairs Secretary Robert Wilke said Monday that headstones
displaying Nazi imagery and references to Adolph Hitler at veterans
cemeteries in San Antonio and Utah would be removed.

The decision was an abrupt turnaround from his position only a few days
earlier.

[...]

The headstones, marking the graves of German prisoners of war, drew
condemnation from members of the Texas congressional delegation last week
in a letter to Wilke. The letter was written after complaints by the
Military Religious Freedom Foundation, an activist group that advocates
for military personnel against unwanted religious proselytizing.

The foundation’s president and founder, Mikey Weinstein, claimed
victory Monday afternoon.

“We’re pretty excited. We’d like to hear the VA formalize it,” he said.

[...]

Click to Read Article

LEST WE FORGET,

MRFF Was First to Expose
the Swastika Headstones:

MRFF Founder and President
Mikey Weinstein's

Original May 12, 2020
Letter to VA Secretary Robert Wilkie 

Demanding Immediate Replacement of
Nazi Soldiers' Swastika Headstones

The Military Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF)
hereby demands that V.A. Secretary Robert Wilkie
IMMEDIATELY replace the gravestones of all German
military personnel interred in V.A. National Cemeteries so
that ABSOLUTELY NO Nazi-era symbols, such as the
repulsive swastika, and no homages to Adolph Hitler, or the
German people and the German fatherland he led as the evil

Fuhrer of the Third Reich, will ever again be allowed to appear on such
gravestones in V.A. National Cemeteries maintained by U.S. taxpayer
dollars.

Indeed, V.A. Secretary Wilkie must first timely explain WHY ANY such
former enemy military personnel are even buried In V.A. National
Cemeteries, in the first place, alongside our honored deceased
American veterans?

Lastly, in light of the shocking and inexcusable existence of these Nazi-
adorned gravesites in V.A. National Cemeteries, MRFF demands that
Secretary Wilkie issue an immediate and heartfelt apology to all United
States veterans and their families

Michael L. “Mikey” Weinstein, Esq.
Founder and President
Military Religious Freedom Foundation
505-250-7727

Jewish War Veterans
of the United States of America

Commend MRFF for
Swastika Headstones Removal

Monday, June 1, 2020

Click to Enlarge

Most Recent Published Articles
Prior to VA's Removal Announcement

SALON
COVERS MRFF

Veterans Affairs secretary tells Congress he won’t
remove headstones engraved with swastikas

By : Roger Sollenberger

Sunday, May 31, 2020

(Excerpts from Salon/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Veterans Affairs (VA) Secretary Robert Wilkie has refused to remove three
headstones engraved with swastikas at the graves of German prisoners of war
in national cemeteries in San Antonio and Utah, offering instead to make
adjustments that put the markers in "historical context."

[...]

Subcommittee Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz, D-Fla., pushed
back.

"The Nazi swastika is prohibited in Germany from being displayed, because
it is not seen as a reminder to prevent the hatred that it spawned," she said. "It
is seen as something to be snuffed out."

[...]

"The Military Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF) condemns in the
harshest terms possible the disgusting, disingenuous and dishonest testimony
of VA Secretary Robert Wilkie before members of the United States
Congress yesterday regarding the sordid matter of Nazi-adorned headstones
at the gravesites of the three German POWs from World War II who are
buried at two VA National Cemeteries," MRFF chair Mikey Weinstein, a
Jewish Air Force vet and activist, told Salon in an email Friday.

The VA routinely changes out headstones in response to appropriate
requests, such as for typographical errors. The military also keeps an
official registry of available emblems of belief for placement on
government headstones and markers. Neither the Iron Cross nor the
swastika appear on the list.

[...]

[ Mikey] Weinstein pointed to what he sees as an ideological through-line
in Wilkie .

"Let's be quite clear who this Robert Wilkie person is: Wilkie's support of
these Nazi headstone is not at all surprising ," he said in an email. " He is a
well known and documented advocate of the Civil War Confederacy who
has praised Confederate President Jefferson Davis as a 'martyr' and an
'exceptional man in an exceptional age' while also condemning, in the
most ignoble and vicious terms, the abolitionists who opposed slavery as
'radical,' 'mendacious' and 'enemies of liberty .'"

The Washington Post reported ahead of Wilkie's July 2018 Senate
confirmation hearings that Wilkie had been a member of the Sons of
Confederate Veterans. Wilkie was confirmed anyway.

[...]

Click to Read Article

POLITICAL TRIBUNE
COVERS MRFF

Trump’s VA Secretary Tells Congress He Won’t
Remove Headstones With Swastikas Engraved On

Them

By : Stephen D. Foster Jr.

Sunday, May 31, 2020

(Excerpts from Political Tribune/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

President Donald Trump is in bed so deep with neo-Nazis that his
Veterans Affairs secretary is refusing to remove headstones engraved
with swastikas from American military cemeteries.

[...]

Wilkie, who is a member of the Sons of Confederate Veterans, had the gall to
defend the swastikas and proposed what he thinks is a compromise.

[...]

Air Force veteran Mikey Weinstein, who is Jewish, called out Wilkie for
telling Congress that he won’t remove the swastikas from the stones.

“The Military Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF) condemns in the
harshest terms possible the disgusting, disingenuous and dishonest testimony
of VA Secretary Robert Wilkie before members of the United States
Congress yesterday regarding the sordid matter of Nazi-adorned headstones
at the gravesites of the three German POWs from World War II who are
buried at two VA National Cemeteries,” Weinstein wrote in an email.

Since Germany has no problem with banning the display of swastikas,
the United States should have no problem doing the same thing. In fact,
it should have been done decades ago. But Trump is not only too spineless
to do it, he wants to keep his core voters happy ahead of the November
election. If he had any respect at all for our military and Jewish people, he
would have these headstones removed. Refusing to do so speaks volumes.

Click to Read Article

MRFF OP-ED
ON MEDIUM

VA Sec Robert Wilkie’s Defense of Nazi POW
Gravestones Dishonors Memorial Day Week

By : Jon Hopwood

Friday, May 29, 2020

(Excerpts from Medium/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

The headstones of World War II German Prisoners of War buried in
American military cemeteries adorned with swastikas and inscriptions that
the dead German buried on hallowed American ground died for his country
(Nazi Germany) and for his Führer (Adolf Hitler) may be illegal.
[...]

The controversy over the pro-Nazi headstones was triggered by the shock of
a Jewish visitor to the federal military cemetery at Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
Visiting the grave of an interred American vet, he was surprised and
dismayed to find two gravestones of German POWs adorned with the Iron
Cross in which was centered a Nazi swastika.

The outraged visitor contacted the Military Religious Freedom Foundation
(MRFF), and MRFF founder Michael L. “Mikey” Weinstein was equally
outraged. The MRFF, according to Weinstein, is the “A.C.L.U. for military
personnel and veterans” dealing with the encroachment of their First
Amendment rights.

Weinstein and the MRFF have fought against the encroachment of religious
practices, indoctrination, and symbols at federal facilities. Weinstein has
clashed with V.A. Secretary Robert Wilkie numerous times, including the
infamous “Bible in a Box” case” at the Manchester, New Hampshire
Veterans Health Administration Hospital.

[...]

In a statement issued by the Military Religious Foundation at the end of
Memorial Day Week, MRFF President Mikey Weinstein criticized Robert
Wilkie for “fail[ing] to disclose his membership in the Confederate Memorial
Committee and omitt[ing] his event speeches from responses asking for the
details on them.”

Weinstein also scored Wilkie for “publicly call[ing] Civil War-era civil right
activists laboring to abolish slavery the names that clearly apply, instead, to
him. It is VA Secretary Robert Wilkie who is ‘radical’ (in his support of
the Nazis) and is likewise ‘mendacious’ as to the falsehoods and
deceptions he has delivered to the United States Congress and, thus, the
American people. ”

A graduate of the U.S. Air Force Academy, American veteran Mikey
Weinstein said, “Indeed, it is VA Secretary Wilkie who is the true ‘enemy of

liberty.’”

Click to Read Full Article

CLICK TO READ MOST RECENT COVERAGE OF MRFF'S
DEMAND TO REPLACE THE NAZI HEADSTONES AND

BIPARTISAN CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT

THE FEDERALIST
COVERS MRFF

Army Controversy Over John Piper’s Book Isn’t
About Homophobia — It’s About Jesus

By : Caroline D'Agati

Monday, June 1, 2020

(Excerpts from The Federalist/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

A senior Army chaplain earlier this month emailed other chaplains the text of
“Coronavirus and Christ,” a brief book by famed author, podcaster, and
pastor John Piper. The command chaplain of U.S. Army Garrison
Humphreys in South Korea, Col. Moon H. Kim, wrote in his email: “This
book has helped me refocus my sacred calling to my savior Jesus Christ to
finish strong. Hopefully this small booklet would help you and your Soldiers,
their Families, and others who you serve.”

This email and the attached book have led to complaints from 22 other
chaplains, who’ve enlisted the help of the Military Religious Freedom
Foundation (MRFF). The MRFF, which consistently targets theologically
conservative Christians, wrote a letter to Secretary of Defense Mark Esper,
saying Moon must be “officially, swiftly, aggressively, and visibly
investigated and disciplined in punishment for his deplorable actions.”

Since then, Moon’s comments have come under review, prompting a letter
from 20 members of Congress — including Republican Reps. Louie
Gohmert of Texas, Andy Biggs of Arizona, and Steve King of Iowa —
calling for the Army not to buckle to this agenda-pushing third-party
organization. The letter also outlines several other recent attacks of the
MRFF on theologically conservative Christian chaplains.

If you read the entire text of Piper’s book, which is available for free, you
will see its most incendiary idea is not the single paragraph about
homosexuality. This short book ruffles feathers because it affirms the most
offensive message in the history of the world: the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

What Does ‘Coronavirus and Christ’ Actually Say?
For those complaining about the book and calling for Moon to be disciplined,
the primary issue comes from a single paragraph. After a theological
explanation of who God is and why he commands our trust even in such a
difficult time, Piper outlines six answers to the question, “What is God doing
through the Coronavirus?”

One of those answers is to send “specific divine judgments.” He clarifies,
“Some people will be infected with the coronavirus as a specific judgment
from God because of their sinful attitudes and actions.” In that chapter, he
gives two examples. First, he cites Acts 12, wherein King Herod is
immediately struck down by God for exalting himself and allowing others to
treat him as a god. In other words, pride is a sin meriting God’s judgment.

The next paragraph reads, in its entirety:

Another example is the sin of homosexual intercourse. In Romans 1:27, the
apostle Paul says, “Men likewise gave up natural relations with women and
were consumed with passion for one another, men committing shameless acts
with men and receiving in themselves the due penalty for their error.” That
“due penalty” is the painful effect “in themselves” of their sin.

As Piper clarifies shortly after: “The coronavirus is, therefore, never a clear
and simple punishment on any person. The most loving, Spirit-filled
Christian, whose sins are forgiven through Christ, may die of the coronavirus
disease. But it is fitting that every one of us search our own heart to discern if
our suffering is God’s judgment on the way we live.”

The Real Complaint Is with the Bible
For today’s average American, Piper’s words are shocking. Even for
Christians who ascribe to Piper’s theological views, it can be stark to see
those words in print. We are inclined as humans to downplay the effects of
sin. What’s more, if someone else’s arrogance or homosexuality merits divine
judgment, so does our greed, gluttony, lust, or selfishness.

Here’s the thing: Most of the words in that paragraph aren’t Piper’s —
they’re the Bible’s. Ultimately, the book is offensive because it preaches the
message of the Gospel. Piper is not letting us off the hook with some
neutered, hippie-drum-circle Jesus telling us, “You do you.” He’s saying
there’s something fundamentally wrong with us that only God can fix.

As Piper writes:

The very sovereignty that rules in sickness is the sovereignty that sustains in
loss. The very sovereignty that takes life is the sovereignty that conquered
death and brings believers home to heaven in Christ … His infinite power
rests in the hands of infinite holiness and righteousness and goodness — and
wisdom. And all that stands in the service of those who trust his Son, Jesus
Christ. What God did in sending Jesus to die for sinners has everything to do
with the coronavirus.

Piper is telling us what the Bible says: God is a righteous judge whose
goodness demands he judge our sins. But he also sent Christ to pay for our
sins if we are willing to accept him. It’s no surprise our self-satisfied culture
is offended that part of God’s purpose for the coronavirus is to rebuke
unrepentant sinners and draw them to Jesus.

Click to Read Article
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SUPPORT MRFF!
Your Generous Support Allows us to Continue our

Fight in the Courts and in the Media

Make a Donation

Join MRFF's Constitution Society (Recurring Donation)

Help Build the Wall : Donate a "Brick"!
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